If you’d like to be an Angel for Capital City Chorus
We have lots of ways you can help!
Capital City Chorus depends on the generosity of its friends as well as its
members for support—after all, it takes a lot of money to produce a
championship chorus.
You may make a donation that is unrestricted, allowing the Integrated Management
Team to decide where the funds are most needed. Or you can make a restricted gift
that makes a difference in an area you particularly care about.
Call 241-SONG and leave a message. Someone will call you back
quickly!
Here are some gifts Capital City Chorus would love to receive:
New risers – the platform stairs on which we rehearse and perform – ours are old
and creaky, and they don’t creak in tune with our music!
$15,000
Costumes – Sweet Adelines put on quite a show, but the cost of those costumes is
significant. Average cost for one outfit for the whole chorus:
$20,000
Coaching Sessions - We have a Director who also coaches other
choruses, but we need coaching from other sets of ears and eyes to
polish our work. One session, including fee, transportation, lodging, and
meals averages:
Music – Those chords ring because we sing special arrangements that
make the most of the unique barbershop sound. Music copies for each of
us to learn one song:
Learning tracks – We spend very, very little rehearsal time learning
words and music—we do that at home. Learning tracks for the four parts
help us learn faster, so we can spend rehearsal time creating that
fabulous CCC sound. Tracks for one song:

$2000

$50

$100

Have some connections that would help us stage our shows?
We are always looking for new (paid) performances. Do you know of a company,
school, church, or other organization that would love a concert? Do you have
connections to help us with theatrical lighting for our shows? Do you have other
connections that could help?
Call 241-SONG and leave a message. Someone will call you back
quickly!

